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Platoon leader Wu Hui-min (2nd from left) and platoon management and administration staff pose
with publication editor Lee Kai-jen (4th from left) for a group photo following an exclusive interview
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An exclusive interview with 2005 model Coast Guard unit -

Concluding the mission assigned with one

hundred percent diligence

Confronting the ever-changing challenges

with an unwavering enthusiasm

Article Lee Kai-jen Photos Lu Cheng-hai
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A snapshot of SS Ho Hsing captain Hung Shih-
jun conducting navigation simulations at the
control bridge
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S eptember 15, 2005 a sunny day, or rather a scorching hot

day, and under the sweltering sun, the publication editing

team is pleased to bring all of you to witness one of the red-hot

2005 Coast Guard model units - the northern mobile Coast Guard

platoon (the Northern mobile platoon), and to interview platoon

leader Wu Hui-min and captain Hung Shih-jun of SS Ho Hsing,

manned by the platoon, bringing all Coast Guard units a closer

understanding to the unique catch how the northern Coast Guard

platoon manages to become a Coast Guard model unit.

The northern platoon offices are located within the Keelung

Customs and Excise Bureau, and upon entering this nearly 70-

year old old-fashioned building with a classic and nostalgic

ambience, extra overhead design and in an orderly layout, one

could almost sense the hustle and bustle of a busy customs office

then without streams of people constantly coming and going.  Our

interviewer that the publication wishes to interview with sits on

the third floor of the building.  Upon arriving at the office, pla-

toon leader Wu Hui-min can be heard contacting official business

on the phone, and soon we are joined by platoon leader Wu chat-

ting with us about the northern mobile platoon.

Defending the northern region servicing as a political, eco-

nomic and military stronghold does warrant its importance and

comes with certain pressure for how it concerns national defense.

When talking about his being appointed to head the duty, captain

Wu says, “since the inception of the Coast Guard Administration,

revamping from a customs staffer to a member of the Coast Guard

has been a turning point in my career, and the same can be said

for my unit associates.  From felling uncertain initially to the tran-

sition period to the present stage’s steady growth that although

are marked by the torment of trepidation, yet everyone is well

aware of the responsibility placed upon us of defending the na-

tion as a whole, and down to protecting the prosperity and well

being of all families.”  He continues, “In last year alone, there has

been a fair share of maritime rescue work for fishing vessels of all

sizes; for instance, the infernal rescue of the Kaohsiung-based fish-

ing vessel SS Hsing Li Mun, the HK-based merchant ship SS For-

tune Star, and the escort mission for the tugboat SS Champion to

name a few.  And the rescue missions of this year are also rather

extraordinary as well, in a host of significant duties ranging from

fishery escort, sovereignty declaration to name a few.  The associ-

ates have taken turn to respond to the duties and have success-

fully concluded their assigned missions, even if the heavy

workload does keep them from spending time with their families

on leave or enjoy a normal family life, but few complained.”  Upon

hearing captain Wu’s narration, it is understandable how his unit

manages to get the award.  Not only so, the publication has also

obtained information that no one from the platoon is given

any corrective action, or penalized by gross negligence or

indictment, and that all associates have been highly disci-

plined voluntarily, all of which can be attributed to a smart
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platoon management.  To which, Capital Wu says, “In fact, a ma-

jority of platoon associates are middle-aged are married, who rou-

tinely put work and missions as first priority, and spend time

with their families on their time off, which have contributed to

their voluntary discipline.  As to internal management, there is

no such thing as unique secret, as I simply put two things first

when it comes to internal management.  One is to provide good

role model in both mission pre-briefing and through joint duty

lecturing and other related courses.  Besides conveying pre-duty

awareness, I tend of remind the associates tirelessly the risks as-

sociated and that they need to maintain themselves in a tip-top

shape with maximum alertness, which is what I demand of my-

self and the same way I ask of all associates.  Second being to

communicate on all things.  Meaning I tend to refrain from speak-

ing in an ordering tone of voice but rather through an interactive

communicating means to develop mutual camaraderie.”  Follow-

ing the interview, captain Wu says, “With over five years work-

ing on Coast Guard duties, I am grateful of the guidance and sup-

port from administration director and directors from various

Coast Guard bureaus, and our being nominated to the model unit

is essentially a recognition from administration chiefs that sends

all associates to great elation and joy.  At a time of celebration, I

am concerned of the issue of manpower replenishment at the unit.

The existing personnel are the pillar of the platoon and an impor-

tant bridge for passing down the experience, and given the chance

to replenish with younger recruits, I will be more at ease of ac-

complishing duties entrusted by superior officers”.  Prior to leav-

ing the platoon, the publication’s editor in chief and photogra-

pher hollers the somewhat shy associates to pose for a group photo

with rigid poses and timid smiles of great joy.

While calling the northern mobile platoon, it is customary

to board the Coast Guard ship SS Ho Hsing that took president

Chen Shui-bien to the Dong Sha Archipelagoes and the Pong Jia

Islet in his significant sovereignty declaration journey to get a

feel of its glorious legacy.

At the opportune time that SS Ho Hsing is in the shipyard

for repair, the publication is glad to have the opportunity to con-

duct a brief interview with ship captain Hung Shih-jun.  Follow-

ing a warm reception of captain Hung and vessel crew extended

to the publication delegation, the conversation soon shifts to a

few major missions that the ship has completed this year.  Cap-

tain Hung says, “The ship is the largest vessel of al ships and

vessels allocated to all Coast Guard units, and it has demonstrated

unique and irreplaceable characteristics gauging from its expo-

sure and a host of duties that she has since executed.  One being

the sovereignty declaration, in which president Chen Shui-biean

has sailed to Dong Sha and Jong Jia separately to declare

sovereignty, and the ship has sailed along the fleet for its impres-

sive bulk that suffices to showcase Taiwan’s determination and

will in the sovereignty declaration made.  Two being to the deter-
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ring yield that it offers, for a large ship

tends to provide an intimidating yield in a

host of tough missions, ranging from safe-

guarding the deregulation of three cross-

strait links, expelling trespassing fishing

ships during northeast trade winds, keep-

ing foreign ships trespassing to fish at bay

from infringing Taiwan’s sea territories.”

Listing to captain Hung’s narrating SS Ho

Hsing’s impressive legacy, the publication

also shares her honor.  “What is worrisome

is the shortage of manpower.  With the ex-

isting vessel crew’s exposure and tech-

niques that go uncontested, yet the addi-

tional mission workload added to the

northern mobile platoon would also excel

the ship’s importance, and the absence of

new recruits could risk deriving the pass-

ing of techniques and experience.  But luck-

ily despite under the circumstances, the

ship crew has been kept to vigilance with-

out lax, willing to heed to a mission first

commitment, and continue to devote to

their duties, willing to sacrifice their time

off just too complete a host of difficult

duties.”  The captain’s remembering to at-

tribute the glory to the hardworking asso-

ciates is a witness of the undivided

camaraderie.

So this is the northern mobile

platoon, where the ship crew diligently

executes every mission and challenge up-

holding the mindset of protecting the

people, and it is believed that this also ech-

oes what administration director Hsu Hui-

yu has anticipated of the Coast Guard and

its agencies of three core missions - mari-

time law enforcement, maritime service

and maritime affairs.  At the united efforts

of all Coast Guard units, we have moved

forward a big step in realizing the grand

maritime state mission of ecology, security

and prosperity.

The glory of SS Ho Hsing of the past and present


